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of the  market    But It is obvious that very much remains to be done if Khadi
is to face and survive   the   competition of machine-made cloth,  indigenous and
foreign.
prices.
We have trace*! in the two previous reports the reduction that lias taken place
In Khadi price since 1922 During the year under report owing to the rise in cotton
prices no further reduction could be effected in prices on any large scale. It was
all that the Khali organisations could do to keep the price at the same level as in the
previous year. It has been mentioned alrealy that some private organisations in
Tirupur found themselves compelled to close their activities owing to the rise in
cotton prices. It was therefore a hard task for khadi organisations to keep their
prices unchanged, Even so wherever it has been possible owing to internal econo-
mies, some reduction his been mV*e, For instance, the An-ihra Branch has reduced
the prices of its Gmtur goods by 12 per cent.
Bat administrative economies carry the reduction very far. If any further reduc-
tion to an appreciable extent is to become possible, o^e necessary thing is an improve-
ment in the quality of yarn. Any appreciable improvement in the quality of yarn
is bound t * have a considerable effect on the cost of production. A large part of the
reduction that has taken place since the beginning of the movement is due to the
fact that with the improvement in the quality of yarn and more experience in the
handling of hand-spun yarn, the weaving wages could be reduced without any hard-
ship to the weavers. But'the weaving wages even as they are at present in the
best organised Khadi centres are nearly double what they are for weaving mill yam,
If hand-spun yarn improves so as to make the reduction of the weaving charges to
the mili yarn level possible, it will bring down the cost of production of Khadi about
i 5 per cent
There are other factors as well to be considered in this connection. The
spinners in many places have to be taught to stock their own cotton. In a large
number of areas to-day the Khali organisations have to stock the cotton centrally
for issuing out to spinners. Secondly in many areas the Spinner does not herself
card the cotton. This has an adverse effect boih on the quality of yarn spun as
well as the manufacturing charges of Khadi. If these two changes can be made in
the methods of production a large reduction in prices will be possible.
spinning for self.
The efforts made at Bijolia in Rajasthan and elsewhere to promote the idea of
spinning for one's ovrn requirements and individual and regional self-sufficiency as
regards cloth are pregnant with great possibilities. The intensive work that was
being carried on at Bsjolia has been referred to in previous reports. This work
has progressed stil! further during 1927-28 and it is expected that tbe task under-
taken by the Karyalaya there under Sjt. Jethalal Govindji will be completed in
1928-29 and there will be no need for further propaganda. The cultivators ia the
area have understood the advantages of hand-spinning, Many families have taken
10 weaving, Propaganda has been carried on for home-dyeing also and a number
of families have begun to print and dye their own clothes. About xooo wheels are
working in this area. During the year 1927-28 it is estimated that 5500 people
got their clothing requirements produced out of yarn spun in their own homes, The
total quantity of cloth woven is estimated at 6$ooo sq. yards. In addition to this
there are a few families in this area who get yarn spun for their use by others. Oat
of such yarn about 20,000 sq. yards of cloth have bees produced. This is a credit-
abte recotd made possible only by the persistence aiid living fohh of Sjt Jethalal
Giwadji and his co-workers. The result is all the more remarkable because at the
lame when the work was started there was hardly any spinning going on in the
centre.
The success of the experiment at Btjotia has encouraged the Rajasthan Branch
to start a similar centre at Reenjus in Jaipur State. Work has only recently been
started. Propaganda has been carried on among the cultivating classes in 25 villages
roSEHt Reeisgits. The cnhhrmtiag classes knew already spinning. EfJbrts are made
to teach carding also to them and now about 500 persons have learnt carding also.
Already a few families have started &* get all their cloth requirements made oat of

